Fort Twin Single Bed Assembly Instructions

List of Parts:
1 – Headboard
1 - Footboard
1 – Twin Size Frame
2 - Headboard Caps

Assembly Instructions:
1. Place Twin size Frame piece on the floor approximately where bed will go with the slots in the rails facing toward the floor. If bed is going next to a wall allow enough room for a person to stand in between the wall and the bed.

2. Move the headboard to the end of the twin frame with the rail clips toward the twin frame. With one person on each side of the twin frame, lift the twin frame so the end of the rails fit over the clip on the bottom of the headboard. The headboard will be sitting at an angle.

3. Move the footboard into place with the rail clips facing the twin frame. Again with a person on each side of the twin frame, lift the twin frame and set the rails over the clips of the headboard. If the rails are not all the way down, stand on the rail to push it into place.